


A10000A5000A4000

ELECTRIC DIAPHRAGM PUMPS
for painting enthusiasts

High capacity for inside and outside jobs. 

  0.025“ | 5 ltr./min. | 29 kg

Strong unit for a wide range of applications.  

 0.041“ | 9 ltr./min. | 46 kg

Compact unit for paints, lacquers and injections.

 0.021" | 4 ltr./min. | 22 kg



EP37 EP45EP29EP21

ELECTRIC PISTON PUMPS
master class spray units

High capacity for inside and outside jobs. 

  0.029“ | 3.2 ltr./min. | 32 kg

Strong unit for a wide range of applications.  

 0.037“ | 5.0 ltr./min. | 57 kg

Airless power for paint and plaster.

 0.045“ | 8.0 ltr./min. | 65 kg

Perfect for small jobs.

 0.021" | 2.0 ltr./min. | 15 kg



EP19EP19EP19

ELECTRIC PISTON PUMPS
for semi professionals

With hopper. 

  0.019“ | 1.5 ltr./min. | 8 kg

On trolley.

  0.019“ | 1.5 ltr./min. | 8 kg

Standard.

 0.019" | 1.5 ltr./min. | 8 kg



Material EP21G EP29G EP37G EP45G EP19G

Lacquer

Stain

Oil-based urethane

Latex paint

Acrylic paint

Silicate paint

Emulsion

Surface filler

Fire protection

Roof coating

Plaster

Material A4000 A5000 A10000

Lacquer

Stain

Oil-based urethane

Latex paint

Acrylic paint

Silicate paint

Emulsion

Surface filler

Fire protection

Roof coating

Plaster

QUICK OVERVIEW



Q68PP40PP30

PNEUMATIC PISTON PUMPS
for higher efficiency

Available as AirCombi or Airless. 

 40:1 | 70 ccm | 9 ltr./min.

High volume - high pressure. 

 68:1 | 180 ccm | 10.8 ltr./min.

Available as AirCombi or Airless. 

 30:1 | 40 ccm | 6 ltr./min.



The MASPRA pump accessories range includes hoppers, suction systems, ball valves, gauges and many more.

PUMP ACCESSORIES
high quality spraying parts



MIX 1600 SMOOTHING BLADESHVLP 2800

Turbine sprayer: High volume - low pressure. 

 1.400 Watt | 2.800 ltr./min. | Max. 0.41 bar

Power mixer for professional use. 

 1.600 Watt | Dual-Speed Control

Perfect for all plaster jobs. 

 Aluminum | 30, 55, 80 cm blades

EQUIPMENT FOR PAINTERS
made for experts



AIRLESS GUNS
for all spray jobs

The MASPRA airless gun range contains guns from 250 up to 500 bar, pole extension guns, plaster guns and many more.



AIRLESS GUN ACCESSORIES
make your work easier

MASPRA offers a wide range of airless gun accessories like extensions, spray valves, injection parts and many more.



AIRLESS TIP SYSTEMS
be prepared for any application

The MASPRA airless tip range includes standard flat tips as well as reversible tips, interchangeable with well-known brands.



AIRCOMBI GUNS
for a better finish

The MASPRA AirCombi gun range is compatible with different tip systems of various brands.



AIRCOMBI TIP SYSTEMS
always a good choice

MASPRA AirCombi tips are compatible and interchangeable with well-known systems of leading brands.



FILTER SYSTEMS
for higher performance and a better finish

The MASPRA filter range contains gun filters, pump filters, suctions filters and many more.



PAINT SPRAY HOSES
for various applications

MASPRA offers different types of hoses, like wire braided, textile braided or even heated hoses, to cover all pressure requirements.



CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
liquids, brushes and many more

Regular usage of our MASPRA products leads to a longer lifespan of your guns, pumps and spray tips.



Your authorized MASPRA dealer
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